
In my essay I will look at the aqa a level and as level dance specification and assessment scheme 
to determine whether it is a good way to teach and assess dance to young people.

I will look at what dance styles are taught (ballet, jazz, modern) and what styles aren't taught. I will 
look at the benefits of the dances taught and why they're limiting.

Propositions

There are good and less good ways to teach dance.

-haven't got the arguments from reliable/ useful/appropriate sources
-judgement of this comes from personal bias. Be aware of bias.opinion isn't always valid. Very 
situated in English education.

I would argue that there good ways and less good ways to teach dance and this can be applied to 
the a level syllabus in the U.K. For example, a dance education should include learning about and 
performing/doing various dance styles, learning about the history and future of dance, learning 
about dance as an art form and thus learning about appropriate art contextual studies. However, 
some people might refute this by saying that there are two sides of dance, practice and theory and 
that these should be taught separately. Perhaps a dance a level should focus on these as separate 
entities or make the assessment of the skills separate and defined. In response to this, i would 
argue that a dance education should be holistic and involve the application of theory to practice. 
Both are valuable, i.e. A technically perfect dancer is great, a person who can critique, reflect upon 
and investigate dance practices is also great but at this level in education you should be allowed to 
explore both before specialising and that learning/applying each enhances the other.  

The government has an agenda in creating education content rules.
-so what. What is the agenda? Everything has an agenda. Agenda doesn't mean negative. . What 
actually is the agenda.
-current government is different to previous governments. Relationship between current 
government and board of education. How much does the government impact.

Dance is an art form and so should be taught with some art context.

-dance is technique and skill based so should be taught and assessed focusing on the ability to 
perform the skill in proper technique.
-dance as sport, p.e. Should we teach as sport or art form.
-Dance is both. 

-the technique and training allows you to have an artistic practice. Does it have to be this way. 
Matthew bourne approached choreography as artist not dancer.

Dance achievement can successfully be assessed through practical and written exams.

-but how can you assess the creativity of what someone creates or performs. Isn't the exam just 
learning how to answer something and writing it down. 

-under framework of education you have to prove that you have achieved something. Grade 
applied. What about life skills. 
-difficulty in judging between the theorist and the dancer body. Realising ideas and articulating 
ideas 



There are many styles of dance and it is useful to be aware of this when learning about dance 
artistry.

Education doesn't need to always be geared to higher education.

-affordability
-social politics
-it is geared towards higher education. Why. 
-certain accepted proofs of intellect
-what are the consequences of teaching that if you don't go to higher education you have failed

Art can be a core subject or focus of interest of an 'education' and intellectually valuable person in 
society.


